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Outline

• Context of lake eutrophication modelling

• Modelling phytoplankton dynamics

– Cyanobacteria

• Models as prospective tools

– Assessing the impact of global change

– Supporting decision-making

– Forecasting systems

• Perspectives and conclusion
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Lake specific patterns

• High residence time of 

water

• Slow current velocities

• Thermal stratification

• Integrative response 

to pressures from the 

catchment and the 

atmosphere
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(From Boehrer and Schultze, 2009)



Lake eutrophication
• Historical awareness in the 

1950’s
– e.g. Lake Washington 

(Edmonson et al., 1956); 
Lake Zürich (Thomas, 1965)

• Paleolimnology
– Early symptoms of 

eutrophication of the 
perialpine lakes in the 
1930s (e.g. Jenny et al., 
2013)

• OECD report 
(Vollenweider, 1968)
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Study sites

• Historically the large lakes, Great Lakes in the 

USA and Canada, peri-alpine lakes in Europe… 

and the large reservoirs

• Since the early 2000s

– Chinese lakes (e.g. Lake Taihu)

– Increasing number of modelling studies of reservoirs

– Urban lakes



Modelling objectives
• Relationship between nutrient loading and the variables depicting 

eutrophication: nutrients, chlorophyll, oxygen…

• Long-term response of the ecosystem to global change scenarios 

(climate change, watershed management …)

• Short-term forecast of algal blooms, including cyanobacteria,  

depending on the use of the lake (drinking water uptake, bathing, 

recreation..)

• And also

– Regulatory objectives, for example the European Water 

Framework Directive

– Prediction of the functioning and impact of a planned reservoir
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Deterministic models

• Coupling  

hydrodynamics and 

biogeochemistry

• 0 to 3D

• Variable complexity of 

the biogeochemical/ 

ecological model

• Sediment modelling
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(From Trolle et al., 2012)



Lake eutrophication modelling

• Phytoplankton 

• Interplay of the driving factors
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(From Rastogi et al., 2015)



Understanding the phytoplankton dynamics  

• Multiannual scale

• Phytoplankton groups based on functional traits
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(Mieleitner et al., 2008)



Understanding the phytoplankton dynamics  
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(From Mieleitner et al., 2008)



Cyanobacteria
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(Carmichael, 2006 unpublished data in Hudnell 2008)



Cyanobacteria dynamics
• Different species

• Functional and morphological  traits 
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(From Rigosi et al., 2014)
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Assessing the impact of global change

Scenarios
• Medium to long-term

• Combination of changes

• Ensemble modelling

Catchment
• Nutrients

• Land-use

Climate
• Warming

• Rainfall   
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• Climate and nutrient loading

(Trolle et al., 2014)

Assessing the impact of global change
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• Warming and nutrient loading

• Total phytoplankton biomass

•

(Trolle et al., 2014)

Assessing the impact of global change

Total Phytoplankton
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• Warming and nutrient loading

• Total phytoplankton biomass

• Cyanobacteria biomass

(Trolle et al., 2014)

Assessing the impact of global change

Total Phytoplankton

Cyanobacteria



Modelling for management support

• Water Framework Directive

– Lake Ravn Denmark (Trolle et al., 2008)

• Catchment management

– Land-use and sanitation (Rodriguez-Reartes et 

al., 2016)

– Modelling chain: catchment and lake 

(Markensten et al., 2016)
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WFD requirements

• Good ecological 

status of Lake 

Ravn (Denmark)

• Dyresm-Caedym

to estimate P 

loading reduction 

• Reduction of 50% 
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(Trolle et al. 2008)



Catchment management 
• Reservoir in Argentina (Rodriguez-Reartes et al., 2016)

• 7 nutrient loading scenarios
– Livestock

– Sanitation

– Combination

• 6 year simulations
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Short-term forecasting of cyanobacteria blooms

• Lake Taihu, China 

(Zhang et al., 2014)

• 3-day forecast

• 3D hydrodynamic-

biological model
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Validation and uncertainty assessment

• Validation

– Qualitative assessment

– Performance indicators : RMSE, MAE, Nash, 
Taylor diagrams

• Sensitivity analysis of the parameters

• Uncertainty analysis
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(Shimoda and Arhonditsis, 2016)



Data collection 

• Online sensors

• High-frequency measurements

• High-resolution satellite data 
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Modelling platforms

• Open-sources models

• Benchmark of models
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(Bruggeman and Bolding, 2014)



Increasing the complexity of ecosystem models?
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(Hellweger, 2017)

“There is a lot of 

knowledge we are 

not using” 
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Main outcomes

• Hydrodynamics: good results ☺

• Phytoplankton dynamics

– Rather good results of the global biomass at 
the seasonal time scale �

– Rather limited results for functional groups �

• Prospective 

– Rather good short-term prevision �

– Long-term predictions: generally no a 

posteriori validation �
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Summarising
• How to improve the predictive power of models in an unpredictable world?

– Better representation of the biological processes

– Functional and morphological traits of the phytoplankton species

– Complexity, cascading effects (Trolle et al. 2008; Hellweger et al., 2017)

• Model assessment

– Validation in different forcing configurations

– Long-term scenarios in pristine and future conditions

• Data

– High-frequency sensors

– Satellite high-resolution images

– Paleolimnology data …. 

• Improvement of the model performance

– modelling platforms, open-source models

– multidisciplinary research: physics, biology, hydrology, applied mathematics …

– collaborative research: benchmark of the models, sharing the data sets 



Thank you!


